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ABSTRACT
Questions
Do steroids improve neurologic symptoms and/or quality of life in patients with metastatic brain
tumors compared to supportive care only or other treatment options?
If steroids are given, what dose should be used?
Target population
These recommendations apply to adults diagnosed with brain metastases.
Recommendations
Steroid therapy versus no steroid therapy
Asymptomatic brain metastases patients without mass effect
Insufficient evidence exists to make a treatment recommendation for this clinical scenario.
Brain metastases patients with mild symptoms related to mass effect
Level 3: Corticosteroids are recommended to provide temporary symptomatic relief of
symptoms related to increased intracranial pressure and edema secondary to brain metastases. It
is recommended for patients who are symptomatic from metastatic disease to the brain that a
starting dose of 4–8 mg/day of dexamethasone be considered.
Brain metastases patients with moderate to severe symptoms related to mass effect
Level 3: Corticosteroids are recommended to provide temporary symptomatic relief of
symptoms related to increased intracranial pressure and edema secondary to brain metastases. If
patients exhibit severe symptoms consistent with increased intracranial pressure, it is
recommended that higher doses such as 16 mg/day or more be considered.
Choice of Steroid
Level 3: If corticosteroids are given, dexamethasone is the best drug choice given the available
evidence.
Duration of Corticosteroid Administration

2

Level 3: Corticosteroids, if given, should be tapered as rapidly as possible but no faster than
clinically tolerated, based upon an individualized treatment regimen and a full understanding of
the long-term sequelae of corticosteroid therapy.
Given the very limited number of studies (two) which met the eligibility criteria for the
systematic review, these are the only recommendations that can be offered based on this
methodology. Please see “Discussion” and “Summary” section for additional details.
30

INTRODUCTION

31

Rationale

32

Steroids have been used to assist in controlling peritumoral intracerebral edema in the care of

33

patients with newly diagnosed metastatic brain disease.1-12 Dexamethasone has been the steroid most

34

commonly used due to its minimal mineralocorticoid effect. Steroids have been used for palliative

35

care, and, in combination with surgery and radiation, to reduce treatment-related toxicity.

36

Historically, the majority of patients treated with an initial dose of 4 to 8 mg/day responded within

37

24 to 72 hours.13 Toxicity and side effects from steroids occur frequently and contribute to the

38

overall morbidity and mortality in this often-tenuous patient population. However, as previously

39

described, a review of the literature continues to demonstrate a lack of well-controlled studies

40

addressing this topic and significant variability in the dosing and administration of steroids in both

41

the symptomatic and asymptomatic patient.11

42

Objectives

43
44
45

This updated systematic review addresses the role of corticosteroids in the treatment of
metastatic brain disease with the following overall objectives:
1. To systematically review and update the evidence available addressing the use of

46

corticosteroids in the management of patients with brain metastases since the previous review of

47

2010,11 again addressing the following questions:

48

•

49

Do steroids improve neurologic symptoms in patients with metastatic brain tumors
compared to no treatment?

50

•

51

2. To make recommendations based on this evidence for the role of corticosteroids in the

52

If steroids are given, what dose should be used?

management of these patients.

3

53

METHODS

54

Writing Group and Question Establishment

55

The writers represent a multi-disciplinary panel of clinical experts encompassing

56

neurosurgery and radiation oncology. Together, they were recruited to develop these evidence-based

57

practice guidelines for surgery for metastatic brain tumors. Questions were developed by group

58

consensus recognizing the questions used in the prior guidelines published on this topic and taking

59

into account current salient concerns over the use of steroids in metastatic brain tumor management.

60

Search Method

61

The PubMed online database was searched for the period of October 1, 2008 through

62

December 31, 2015, using the following queries in all fields: steroids and brain metastases, and

63

dexamethasone and brain metastases. The results from each search were downloaded into an

64

Endnote library. The libraries were merged and duplicate entries were eliminated. This inclusive

65

search strategy was designed to capture all manuscripts pertaining to brain metastases and steroids

66

for manual review and to determine if any more recent articles had been missed in the prior update.

67

The reference lists of the most relevant and most recent articles were also reviewed, and additional

68

articles selected for initial review.

69

Study Selection and Eligibility Criteria:

70

The following inclusion criteria were used for manual review of studies:

71

1) published in English with a publication date prior to December 31, 2015

72

2) included only patients with brain metastases

73

3) published in a peer-reviewed journal with comparative data pertaining to the use of

74
75

steroids in patients with brain metastases
The search strategy was purposefully as broad as possible given the limited number of

76

relevant articles found in the previous guideline.

77

Data Collection Process

78

The initial screening and evaluation of the initial search-returned citations using pre-

79

determined criteria for relevance (initial screen via title/abstract, with a secondary full-text review of

80

potentially relevant manuscripts) was performed by the primary author with additional input from

81

the author group. Data from studies meeting eligibility criteria was then extracted by a single

82

reviewer and checked by a minimum of two additional reviewers.

83

Assessment for Risk of Bias
4

84

Studies selected for full-text review were evaluated, in addition to the overall quality of the

85

study design, for specific issues of bias. Particular attention was paid to potential bias related to

86

selective case choice and reporting, publication bias, bias related to change in treatment methods

87

over time, hidden agenda bias when perceived, and variability due to inconsistencies in data entry

88

and oversight. When encountered concerns about specific examples of bias in the published data

89

were noted in the evidentiary tables. The class of data and subsequent level of recommendation was

90

then adjusted accordingly.

91

Description of the Data Classification System and Recommendation Formulation

92

The quality of each study regarding metastases-specific data and the strength of the

93

recommendations within this work were graded according to the American Association of

94

Neurological Surgeons (AANS)/Congress of Neurological Surgeons (CNS) criteria

95

(https://www.cns.org/guidelines/guideline-procedures-policies/guideline-development-

96

methodology).

97

RESULTS

98

Study Selection and Characteristics

99

In the 2010 guideline,11 despite the widespread use of steroids in the management of brain

100

metastases, only 2 publications met the stated eligibility criteria.13, 14 Given the limited data yielded

101

by the literature search, additional searches were undertaken by reviewing the bibliographies of

102

relevant recent publications and additional review of any relevant published literature addressing the

103

treatment of metastatic brain disease for references to steroid administration. These articles are

104

summarized in the discussion below. The publications that report the Quality of Life after Treatment

105

for Brain Metastases (QUARTZ) trial1, 8, 12, 15 were summarized in the publication by Mulvenna et

106

al1, 12 in 2016. Mulvenna et al12 was published after the literature review for this guideline was

107

performed, but is referenced for completeness, even though it was not included as evidence to

108

support the recommendations of this guideline update.

109

Results of Individual Studies, Discussion of Study Limitations, and Risk of Bias

110

All of the following studies were graded as Class 3 evidence. Two studies were included in

111

the original 2010 guideline.11 Vecht et al13 conducted a randomized study of 4, 8, and 16 mg/day

112

dosing of dexamethasone and demonstrated no advantage to higher dosing in patients without

113

symptomatic intracranial hypertension. Two consecutive double-blind randomized trials in patients

114

with brain metastases and Karnofsky performance scores (KPS) <80 were designed to evaluate the
5

115

minimum effective dose of oral dexamethasone. Initially, a dexamethasone dosage of 8 mg/day

116

(group 1) was compared to 16 mg/day (group 2), followed by a comparison of 4 mg/day (group 3)

117

versus 16 mg/day (group 4). The outcomes of interest were alteration in KPS and the frequency of

118

side effects at days 0, 7, 28, and 56.

119

Both groups showed improvement, but there was no significant difference in KPS

120

improvement comparing the 8-mg group versus the 16-mg group at day 7 (mean 8.0 ± 10.1 versus

121

7.3 ± 14.2).

122

In the second trial conducted by Vecht et al13, both groups showed improvement. There was

123

no significant difference between the 4 mg and 16 mg groups, comparing 6.7 ± 11.3 points at day 7

124

and 7.1 ± 18.2 points at day 28 versus 9.1 ± 12.4 and 5.6 ± 18.5 points, respectively. Side effects

125

were more frequent in the 16 mg/day versus the 4 mg/day group at day 28 (combined frequency

126

91% versus 46%, p<.03).

127

The authors concluded that the lower doses of 4 and 8 mg dexamethasone per day had an

128

equivalent effect on improving neurologic performance when compared with a dose of 16 mg/day at

129

1 and 4 weeks of treatment, in moderately symptomatic patients without signs of impending

130

herniation. The dosing recommendation from this study was 4 mg/day dosage with a dose taper for

131

28 days in patients with no symptoms of mass effect.

132

Wolfson et al14 randomized 12 patients undergoing whole brain radiation therapy following

133

an initial dose of 24 mg dexamathasone into a group receiving 4 mg every 6 hours during the

134

radiotherapy versus no additional steroids. Although more patients were improved in the steroid

135

group (29% versus 0%), the small size and complete lack of statistical analysis resulted in this study

136

being excluded as evidence in the previous report.

137

Given the extremely limited number of studies that satisfied the conditions of inclusion, an

138

additional discussion of published literature on the subject of corticosteroids in metastatic brain

139

disease is provided to offer a larger context for this topic. While the following studies were not part

140

of the body of evidence considered in formulating treatment recommendations in this evidence-

141

based guideline, they do highlight areas of interest where clinical trials are still required to answer

142

important steroid-related questions.

143
144

A series of authors have published contemporary updates, reviews, and consensus documents
that recommend steroid therapy in the management of CNS metastatic disease, with no additional

6

145

data provided.3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 15-18 For example the systematic review by Tsao et al provides little data on

146

how the actual review was conducted.9

147

The series of articles published describing the QUARTZ study compare palliative whole

148

brain radiation therapy versus supportive care with steroids, and are significant in that they appear to

149

establish the role of steroids as a baseline of care for the symptomatic patient with central nervous

150

system metastasis.1, 8, 12, 15 This study provides randomized data on the comparison of whole brain

151

radiotherapy versus steroids alone but provides no comparative data on dosing or the comparison of

152

no steroid versus steroid. It appears that this issue has been assumed to be adequately addressed with

153

clinical practice, because no comparative studies addressing this issue have appeared in >20 years.

154

Although they do not provide comparative data, several additional studies are noted as they

155

include issues related to steroid use in this population. Not mentioned in the 2010 guideline,11

156

Sturdza et al19 studied steroid prescribing practices and patient side effects in 88 patients identified

157

in the Palliative Radiation Oncology database. Forty-five percent of physicians used a

158

dexamethasone dose of 4 mg 4 times daily (16mg/day) with 60% using a 4-week taper. The most

159

common side effects were increased appetite or weight gain (46%), insomnia (24%), gastrointestinal

160

symptoms (20%), and proximal muscle weakness (28%). The authors concluded that considerable

161

variation in the prescribing practices existed even within a single institution, with many patients

162

receiving high doses of steroids for considerable periods of time and developing related side effects,

163

and they propose a prospective study to standardize dosing and taper practices to optimize

164

management and minimize toxicity.

165

Pulenzas et al6 surveyed a cohort of patients undergoing whole brain radiation therapy for

166

changes in fatigue scores using a broad panel of outcome measures, including the Edmonton

167

Symptom Assessment System, the Brain Symptom and Impact Questionnaire, the Spitzer

168

Questionnaire, the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) Quality

169

of Life Questionnaire, the EORTC brain module, the EORTC Quality of Life Questionnaire Core 15

170

Palliative, and the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-General. The authors concluded that

171

fatigue was significantly increased and quality of life significantly reduced over the first month in all

172

patients. Increased fatigue was significantly related with decreased overall QOL. Interestingly, for

173

all groups, there was no significant difference in fatigue scores or quality of life with or without the

174

addition of dexamethasone.

175

Alan et al5 studied the impact of preoperative steroids on 30-day morbidity and mortality of
7

176

>4000 patients undergoing craniotomy for resection of malignant brain tumors (metastatic brain

177

tumors 37.5% (n = 1611) and primary malignant gliomas 62.5% (n = 2796). Approximately 23% of

178

patients received perioperative steroids (n = 1009). Logistic regression was used to assess the

179

association between preoperative steroid use and perioperative complications before and after 1:1

180

propensity score matching. In the unmatched cohort (n = 1009), steroid use was associated with

181

decreased length of hospitalization (odds ratio 0.7; 95% confidence interval 0.6-0.8). In this same

182

group, the incidence of readmission (odds ratio 1.5; 95% confidence interval 1.2-1.8) was increased.

183

In the matched cohort (n = 465), steroid use was not statistically associated with any adverse

184

outcomes. As an independent risk factor, preoperative steroid use was not associated with any

185

observed perioperative complications.

186

The authors concluded that preoperative steroids do not independently compromise the short-

187

term outcome of craniotomy for resection of malignant brain tumors. Separating out the metastatic

188

versus the primary tumor patients is difficult from the data presented and limits the ability to

189

formulate recommendations.

190

Synthesis of Results

191

Vecht et al13 continues to provide the most convincing data on the role for steroids in patients

192

with brain metastases and for the choice of dosing. Based on their observations of improvement in

193

all groups treated with steroids, Level 3 recommendations were made in the 2010 Guideline.11 The

194

results of this guideline confirms the validity of those recommendations, because no novel evidence

195

has been published on this topic since 2010.

196

Given the very limited number of studies only two of which met the eligibility criteria for the

197

systematic review, these are the only recommendations that can be offered based on this

198

methodology. Please see the Discussion section for additional details.

199

DISCUSSION

200

Although comparative studies addressing various steroid dosing regimens are generally

201

lacking, studies addressing additional topics of interest have been published in recent years.1, 2, 5, 6, 12

202

A better understanding of the toxicity related to routine steroid use continues to develop, and this

203

research would support the principle of using the lowest effective steroid dose.6, 19 The design of

204

large clinical trials in which a steroid treatment-only groups are considered the “best supportive

205

care” group underlines the conviction most physicians hold for the critical role of steroids in
8

206

managing the patient with symptomatic central nervous system metastatic disease.1, 8, 15

207

The issue of dosing regimen is problematic to address based on the evidence available. The

208

study noted by Vecht et al13 used only 4 times daily dosing and does not address alternative dosing

209

regimens. Therefore, only recommendations on total amount per day have been formulated. It is

210

recognized as common practice that alternative dosing, such as twice daily, is acceptable practice.

211

In addition, the ability of steroids to reduce the likelihood of treatment-related toxicity, either

212

following surgery or radiotherapy, continues to be of interest and warrants additional study at least

213

as a component of the data collection process in clinical trials.3, 5

214

CONCLUSION AND KEY ISSUES FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

215

It is clear from this review of the literature that steroids are a mainstay of treatment for

216

patients with metastatic brain disease despite the relative lack of high-quality evidence supporting

217

any specific therapy. Based on the literature available for this guideline update, larger prospective or

218

carefully planned retrospective studies should be considered to clarify more specific patient-

219

dependent dosing. Complications related to steroid use, including adrenal insufficiency with

220

tapering, should continue to be monitored, and perhaps alternative approaches to reducing

221

peritumoral edema could be explored to eliminate the unwanted but common side effects of steroid

222

therapy entirely.
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